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Welcome to the web page "FAQ" which
provides answers to most frequent questions
that may emerge during reading totaliztic web
pages. Here are these questions highlighted
with a blue colour, and also my answers
provided directly under them.
Part #A: Introductory information of this
web page:
#A1. What are goals of this web page:
The main goal of this web page is an attempt to answer the most important
questions that may arise when the reader reviews "totaliztic web pages".
Answers provided here are of the kind, for example, that links to other
"totaliztic web pages" are always marked by underlined green phrases (like
this one), and thus, that if after reading a given web page the reader wishes to
further deepen his or her knowledge about the topics discussed in the sentence
containing such a green link, then just suffices to click on this link to automatically
be transferred to another totaliztic web page that discusses a given topic in
greater depth. (I do NOT recommend, though, to click on these links already
during the first reading of a given topic. This is because they are designed mainly
as an "extension" and "complementing" in more details the topics which are
studied by the reader more thoroughly than others.)

Part #B: What are these "totaliztic web
pages":
#B1. What means the name "totaliztic web
pages":
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The name "totaliztic web pages" is assigned to web pages which in a
simple language present information and newest scientific findings formulated in
the spirit of a new philosophy named "totalizm". In practical terms, the name
"totaliztic web pages" applies to all web pages which are listed in four
MENUS from the left margin, to all "clones" and "replicas" of these web
pages, and also to many web pages which were prepared by numerous
other totalizts on various subjects included into the area of interests of
totalizm (but excluding propaganda web pages which try to denigrate totalizm
and which were prepared by the "enemies of totalizm"). Actually totalizm is
proud to be presently the most moral, peaceful, constructive, and progressive
philosophy on the Earth. It is a philosophy in which everything can be proven,
measured, and counted - similarly as this is done in Mechanics or Engineering.
Furthermore, it is the only philosophy on the Earth which indicates the very
detailed and working in practice guidelines for a happy life and for breaking
through obstacles to accomplish whatever we intended - thus the application of
which in our lives brings almost instant results. It is also the philosophy of people
who secularly know for sure that God does exist - not just only
religiously believe in the existence of this superior being of the universe, who
cognitively learned the requirements and limitations imposed by God on people
and expressed by the so-called "moral laws", "moral field", and "moral energy",
and who know the formal proof for the existence of God provided by
totalizm. (Notice that "knowledge" about God is better than the "belief" in God.
After all, one always may stop "believing", but one never stops "knowing".
For more details about knowledge of God and about the formal scientific proof for
the existence of God, see the totaliztic web pages named "god.htm",
"god_proof.htm", or "soul_proof.htm" - accessible via links in green or via
"Menu 2", or see volume 6 from monograph [8/2].)
Until now a whole series of totaliztic web pages was developed which
discuss over 100 different subject areas. They address almost all topics that are
most vital for totalizm, presenting them from the point of view of totalizm. In fact,
each such totaliztic web page presents the official stand of totalizm in the subject
matter addressed on it. For reasons explained below in "part #I", these totaliztic
web pages are placed on a number of separate web sites (servers). On each
such a web site (server) several different totaliztic web pages is located. Their
number depends on the size of memory made available for totalizm on a given
server, and also on various other limitations and parameters, such as kinds of
files that a given server accepts (e.g. not all servers accept PDF and ZIP files),
the largest allowed size of a file, etc. In order to assist readers in finding web
pages that interest them in this maze of topics, web sites, servers, and
languages, additional "housekeeping" web pages were developed, such as this
FAQ page, or pages "Menu 2" and "Menu 4".

#B2. Note that names "totalizm" and
"totaliztic web pages", spell through "z",
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not "s":
The name of "totalizm" of the moral philosophy discussed here is always
written with the letter "z". Also all names derived from the philosophy of moral
"totalizm" are spelled through "z" as well, e.g. "totaliztic", totalizts", etc. This letter
"z" allows to distinguish the moral philosophy of "totalizm" from another highly
immoral and obstructive philosophy, which originally was called "totalitarianism",
but which sometimes later was abbreviated and also called "totalism" - but written
with the letter "s". In fact "totalizm" is an exact reversal of "totalism.
Examples of "totaliztic web pages" are all web pages listed in each menu
from this web site (i.e. in "Menu 1", "Menu 2", "Menu 3", and "Menu 4").

#B3. Is there any manual
philosophy of totalizm:

for

the

Free of charge manuals of totalizm are available at present for downloading
from the Internet. Listed below are links to them ordered from a newest one to the
oldest (click on the green description of the selected manual to download it to
your computer):
Newest: volumes 6 to 8, 1, 12 to 13 and 4 to 5 of monograph [1/5] in PDF,
Older: the entire illustrated monograph [8e/2] in PDF,
Still older: volumes 4 to 9 of monograph [1/4] in PDF,
Oldest: the entire illustrated monograph [8e] in PDF and finally nonillustrated monograph [8e] w DOC and WP5.
While using textbooks and publications of totalizm, it is worth to know that
since their illustrated versions in PDF format were developed, their older nonillustrated versions disseminated in WORD.DOC and WORD_PERFECT.WP5
formats ceased to be updated. But these older and already non-updated versions
were NOT removed from Internet, so that interested readers still are able to
upload and review them. But if someone is NOT interested in the history and the
evolution of given ideas, then while downloading a given manual he or she
should rather seek the most recent one, means illustrated and updated version of
it in the PDF format.

Part #C: Who is the author of the
"totaliztic web pages":
#C1. Is there any autobiographical note of
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the author of the philosophy of totalizm:
The author of all web pages which for sure are "totaliztic", because they were
written in the spirit of totalizm by the creator and author of this highly moral
philosophy, is me, means is Dr Eng. Jan Pająk (due to the professional
achievements explained in item #M2 below on this web page, courteously
addressed as Prof. Dr. Eng. Jan Pająk). If the reader wishes to learn more
information about myself, then he or she can have a look at the totaliztic web
page with my "autobiographical note". There are two versions of this
autobiographical note, namely a "short" version (for those who would like to learn
only the most basic facts about myself) available on the web page named
jan_pajak.htm, and a "full" version, available on my autobiographical web page
named pajak_jan_uk.htm.
Kinds of my autobiography are also collections of "milestones" of my
scientific and inventive accomplishments, published in the most important
monographs that I authorize. Only that these collections of "milestones" limit
themselves to summarizing in a number of brief items my most important
scientific achievements and inventions - means they limit themselves to
descriptions of the circumstances in which there has been made discoveries,
inventions, or publications for all more important elements of the intellectual
achievements of my life which relate to the topic presented in a given
monograph. Examples of such collections of "milestones" are published in the
subsections W4 and F2 from volumes respectively 18 and 2 of my newest
monograph [1/5].
I should add here, that I have prepared a book version of my autobiography.
It elaborates systematically and in details my entire life. However, since I included
into it a lot of personal reflections and references to specific people and events,
and I do NOT want to arouse anyone's emotions when still I could be affected by
hostile reactions of some other people. Therefore, the book version of my
autobiography I annotated with the instruction to be published it NOT earlier than
in the year 2046, or in 10th anniversary of my death (whichever of these two
dates comes first).

#C2. How reader can get in touch with
me? (i.e. with Dr Jan Pajak):
If someone has a really important reason, and he or she wishes to consult it
with me, then all my contact details are provided at the end on my
autobiographical web page, means at the end of the totaliztic web page
pajak_jan_uk.htm - as it is emphasized in item #M2 of this web page. But it is
worth to remember, that I am continually busy with my research and thus I suffer
a chronic lack of time. Therefore, I practically never have the time for writing long
emails - although I read carefully every email which arrives to me (after all,
reading does NOT consume so much time as replying). Therefore, in cases when
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readers are vitally interested in receiving a reply, I would rather recommend to
write your inquiry to a different expert, instead of writing to me. In turn if someone
decides to write to me, then should in advance know that he or she probably will
NOT receive a reply and that the correspondence is just a manner of passing to
me information or opinion which in the view of the writing person I should know.
(In cases when the writing person is aware in advance that is NOT going to
receive a reply, then the actual experiencing the lack of reply does NOT induce
unnecessary emotions and disappointment.)

#C3. Notice, that the author of totaliztic
web pages (means me - Dr Jan Pająk)
typically does NOT have a permanent
access to Internet in his flat:
Many may be surprised by this, but in spite that I authorise web pages which
discuss over 100 different topics, each one of which is further presented in at
least two languages (i.e. Polish and English), in fact for a majority of time I do
NOT have access to internet in my flat, and thus typically all internet
activities I implement through either nearby "Wi-Fi hot spots" (i.e. areas
where is available a free wireless connection to internet), or in a nearest
"Cyber Cafe".
This lack of permanent access to Internet in my flat has certain
consequences. For example, it forces me to limit the length of internet sessions
to a minimum that is absolutely necessary. In combination with my chronic lack of
time (because I designate my time mainly to research), this lack of a permanent
access to internet causes also, that I always am in a hurry, and that I do NOT
have time for implementing various internet activities which require long
manipulations or searches.
I deliberately use the word "typically" in the above explanation of my lack of
permanent access to Internet in my flat. This is because starting from the
beginning of 2013, someone from Poland, who clearly appreciates the
importance of what I do, financed a temporary internet connection to my flat.
Hence, for a period of time for which suffices the sum committed by him, I have a
temporary access to the Internet in my flat. In order this convenient access lasted
me for a longer time, I use the slow and cheapest internet access via copper
wires (fibro-optic access is in New Zealand around three times as expensive as
the copper one).
Taking opportunity of mentioning this altruistic financing of my access to
internet, I would like to thank here sincerely this donor from Poland. After all, due
to his donation, starting from 2013, for the first time in my life I can carry out the
dissemination of totalizm and other vital discoveries linked to this moral
philosophy from the comfort of my flat. Furthermore, I would also like to thank
here to this three other citizens of Poland, who finance hosting of totaliztic web
pages on three paid servers from which totaliztic ideas are disseminated much
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more reliably and consistently during more years, than from free servers only
which I use myself. This is because of donations of these supporters of
progressive ideas, we all benefit that totaliztic web pages can be disseminated
increasingly widely and reliably around the world, gradually accomplishing the
transformation of views that builds up a better future for the entire humanity.
Reasons that typically I was forced to act while lacking the permanent
access to internet in my flat, are these constant losses of jobs, periods of
unemployment, and the times of insecurity of tomorrow, by which is marked my
life (see descriptions of the so-called "curse of inventors" discussed, amongst
others, in item #G1 from a separate web page named eco_cars.htm, as well as
in items #D7, #E2.1, #H4 and #K2 of this web page). In addition, the feeling of
insecurity and the need to consider thoroughly any spending of savings caused
by these periods, was additionally escalated by the fact of NOT receiving the socalled "unemployment benefit" - for which, in accordance with New Zealand law,
somehow I was always NOT eligible in those periods when I remained
unemployed and had no income. Circumstances of these times of constant sense
of vulnerability, insecurity of tomorrow, and expeditions outside of New Zealand
to earn for bread, are described in more details and explained in my
autobiographies. Of course, such turns of fate imposed on me a need to
develop in myself the habit of rigorous financial discipline and continual
reductions of my spending, which over the elapse of time became my "second
nature" and which I practice until today. As a result, almost intuitively I already
practice the principle of life that if a version of something is available to me for
free, then I do NOT spend my humble savings to buy it, even if such
acquisition would result in a greater comfort or a better quality of use. In
other words, as in the vicinity of my flat is available several "hot spots" with free
"Wi -Fi", this my "second nature" requires from me to use them, instead of
spending my humble savings to install at my own flat this rather expensive in
New Zealand permanent internet access. But these limitations that I must impose
on spending my humble savings, are NOT valid for donations. Thus donations
are always spend on goals which selected their donors.

Part #D: How to find a description, a
thread or even an entire "totaliztic web
page" in the content of which we are
interested:
#D1. How with the web page named
"skorowidz_links.htm" one can find
totaliztic descriptions of topics in which
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he is interested:
A whole array of topics equally interesting as these from the above web
page, is also discussed from the angle that is unique to the philosophy of
totalizm. All these related topics can be found and identified with the use of
content index prepared especially to make easier finding these web pages and
topics. The name "index" means a list of "key words" usually provided at the end
of textbooks, which allows to find fast the description or the topic in which we are
interested. My web pages also has such a "content index" - only that it is
additionally supplied in green links which after "clicking" at them with a mouse
immediately open the web page with the topic that interest the reader. This
content "index" is provided on the web page named skorowidz_links.htm. It can
be called from the "organising" part of "Menu 1" of every totaliztic web page. I
would recommend to look at it and to begin using it systematically - after all it
brings closer hundreds of totaliztic topics which can be of interest to everyone.

#D2. General trends in the content of
"totaliztic web pages":
The content of totaliztic web pages in general is the reflection of my research
interests - which happens to coincide with the research interests of the
philosophy of totalizm. In turn these research interests of the philosophy of
totalizm (and thus also mine) are discussed and systematised in the second half
of my "autobiographical web page" with the physical name pajak_jan_uk.htm.

Part #E: Where the content of "totaliztic
web pages" is discussed publicly:
#E1. Why every more vital change to the
"totaliztic web pages" is discussed
publicly:
I personally highly treasure outcomes of constructive discussions on
research which I am carrying out. Therefore I continually try to implement a
principle that every more vital change which I am introducing to my web pages
and publications, I firstly subject to a discussion with readers from a public forum.
After all, such a discussion allows me to identify these descriptions which readers
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do NOT understand. It also makes possible additional improvement of totaliztic
web pages.

#E2. Where readers can find threads with
discussions of totaliztic web pages on
Google discussion forums:
When it became impossible to carry out discussion on blogs of totalizm
described in the next item #E3, in November 2007 I decided to shift the
discussion to Google discussion forums. Here is a list of addresses at which are
available (or were available sometime ago) threads in which discussed were new
topics included to totaliztic web pages in given times.
http://www.frihost.com/users/Totalizm/blog/vp-146575.html Only moral people advance true knowledge (15/12/12)
http://www.frihost.com/users/Totalizm/blog/vp-142465.html No God policy is NOT outcome of research (5/9/12)
http://www.frihost.com/users/Totalizm/blog/vp-142434.html Giggling and laughing (4/9/12)
http://www.frihost.com/users/Totalizm/blog/vp-142194.html Discrimination of evidence by the science (3/9/12)
http://www.frihost.com/users/Totalizm/blog/vp-140877.html How a typical scientist debates (2/9/12)
http://www.frihost.com/users/Totalizm/blog/vp-141547.html Problem with the definition of the term "science" (1/9/12)
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/misc.education.science/fUrqUTQLFpg Proof of fallacy of science (18/7/12)
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/alt.christnet.philosophy/wVC3WSwa0oI Proof of fallacy of science (18/7/12)
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/talk.politics.libertarian/dmhPT-DHk7g Proof of fallacy of science (18/7/12)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.religion/browse_thread/thread/4b76012bb2f0305e# Theory of Superior Beings (20/11/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.atheism/browse_thread/thread/4b76012bb2f0305e# Theory of Superior Beings (20/11/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.health/browse_thread/thread/9ed62263243ca6bc# It is God that heals illnesses (12/10/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.atheism/browse_thread/thread/9ed62263243ca6bc# It is God that heals illnesses (12/10/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.biology/browse_thread/thread/1b975606a52e9680# Baobab from Penang (15/9/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.skeptic/browse_thread/thread/1b975606a52e9680# Baobab from Penang (15/9/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.biology/browse_thread/thread/03b4e5087006c124# Bones of dinosaurs (12/8/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.skeptic/browse_thread/thread/03b4e5087006c124# Bones of dinosaurs (12/8/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.health/browse_thread/thread/da1e6e3fb27e7d8c# Advantages of polygamy (15/7/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.philosophy/browse_thread/thread/da1e6e3fb27e7d8c# Advantages of polygamy (15/7/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.health/browse_thread/thread/a3fa19dacf5e9969# Definition of morality (7/7/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.philosophy/browse_thread/thread/a3fa19dacf5e9969# Definition of morality (7/7/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.health/browse_thread/thread/c28a1b2c901ad10b# Self-healing with the "placebo effect" (11/6/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.disasters.misc/browse_thread/thread/c28a1b2c901ad10b# Self-healing by "placebo" (11/6/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.disasters.misc/browse_thread/thread/09981d8d95502eba# Defence from tornadoes (17/5/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.atheism/browse_thread/thread/09981d8d95502eba# Defence from tornadoes (17/5/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.religion/browse_thread/thread/245bbf83142ddcaa# Two-ways research of "road to God" is needed
(22/2/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.atheism/browse_thread/thread/245bbf83142ddcaa# Science needs research both-ways to God
(22/2/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.religion/browse_thread/thread/00f2a05c108e9de5# Souls enter when umbilical cords are cut (21/1/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.biology/browse_thread/thread/00f2a05c108e9de5# Souls enter when umbilical cords are cut (21/1/11)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.history/browse_thread/thread/52bf1af55f9cb5e1# Columbus is son of the Polish king (9/12/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/soc.history.war.misc/browse_thread/thread/52bf1af55f9cb5e1# Columbus - son of king (9/12/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.bio.misc/browse_thread/thread/01cc75c1c55c40ea# NASA's alien DNA with arsenic (4/12/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.philosophy/browse_thread/thread/01cc75c1c55c40ea# NASA's alien (arsenic) DNA (4/12/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.bio.misc/browse_thread/thread/3a91e5bfa9df7fc1# proof
of
software
in
DNA
(27/11/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.philosophy/browse_thread/thread/3a91e5bfa9df7fc1# proof of software in DNA (27/11/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics/browse_thread/thread/8c88ad63054052f1# Ghost-rocket in Los Angelos (16/11/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.paranormal/browse_thread/thread/8c88ad63054052f1# Ghost-rocket
in
USA
(16/11/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics/browse_thread/thread/b87cee7b56b3dde3# Hand-phone
filmed
in
1928
(30/10/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.paranormal/browse_thread/thread/b87cee7b56b3dde3# Hand-phone filmed in 1928 (30/10/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.philosophy/browse_thread/thread/9b3950a0434d5419# No "end of world" in 2012 (19/8/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.paranormal/browse_thread/thread/9b3950a0434d5419# No "end of world" in 2012 (19/8/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.religion/browse_thread/thread/2033f423f3309f9b# Destruction of immoral city of Vineta (6/7/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.paranormal/browse_thread/thread/2033f423f3309f9b# Destruction of immoral Wineta (6/7/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.religion/browse_thread/thread/12e896d5517e3e76# Nirvana in students of TU Wrocław (2/6/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.health/browse_thread/thread/12e896d5517e3e76# Nirvana in students of TU Wrocław (2/6/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.religion/browse_thread/thread/dd75ff5c27449473# "Procedure" of people's creation by God (6/3/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.bio.misc/browse_thread/thread/dd75ff5c27449473# "Standard procedure" of people's creation
(6/3/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.philosophy/browse_thread/thread/cb9c61136668a907# God's punishment for Haitian parasitism
(3/2/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.history/browse_thread/thread/cb9c61136668a907# God's punishment for Haitian parasitism (3/2/10)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.philosophy/browse_thread/thread/ad9f81b042f8c489# So we have a "neo-medieval era" (5/1/10)
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http://groups.google.com/group/alt.health/browse_thread/thread/ad9f81b042f8c489# So we have already a "neo-medieval era" (5/1/10)
groups.google.com/group/alt.biology/browse_thread/thread/b47a94799d51e71c# Supernatural capabil. of snakes (3/12/09) - (*3) in
#E2.1
groups.google.com/group/alt.paranormal/browse_thread/thread/b47a94799d51e71c# Supernat. capabilities of snakes (3/12/09) - (*3)
#E2.1
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.biology/browse_thread/thread/c36d78644a5075b7# DNA in the Bible (1/11/09) - see (*2) in #E2.1
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.religion/browse_thread/thread/c36d78644a5075b7# DNA in the Bible (1/11/09) - see (*2) in #E2.1
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.philosophy/browse_thread/thread/be4dc5da94deff6d# Curse of inventors (10/10/09) - (*1) in #E2.1
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.skeptic/browse_thread/thread/be4dc5da94deff6d# Curse of inventors (10/10/09) - see (*1) in #E2.1
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.philosophy/browse_thread/thread/f7bcefa7a252fce0# Stawczyk, "chi" and "Feng Shui" (30/9/09)
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics/browse_thread/thread/f7bcefa7a252fce0# Stawczyk, "chi" and "Feng Shui" (30/9/09)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.religion/browse_thread/thread/af0234a41b5cc215# God's "fabrications" bit science (17/8/09) 55538
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.skeptic/browse_thread/thread/af0234a41b5cc215# God's "fabrications" bit science (17/8/09) 71229
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.religion/browse_thread/thread/b6df341f3b0ece6b# All
religions
state
the
same
(6/8/09)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.philosophy/browse_thread/thread/b6df341f3b0ece6b# All religions state the same (6/8/09)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.religion/browse_thread/thread/6afa1ed19e0bc226# God's
copyrights
(25/7/09)
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.logic/browse_thread/thread/6afa1ed19e0bc226# God's
copyrights
(25/7/09)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.philosophy/browse_thread/thread/8d8465258e1b84b9# Future already is pre-programmed (11/7/09)
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics/browse_thread/thread/8d8465258e1b84b9# Future already is pre-programmed (11/7/09)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.philosophy/browse_thread/thread/5d2ae816002c0111# Future
of
Wszewilki
(9/6/09)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.paranormal/browse_thread/thread/5d2ae816002c0111# Future
of
Wszewilki
(9/6/09)
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics/browse_thread/thread/f43332577f29deb2# Souls
make
people
levitate
(3/5/09)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.atheism/browse_thread/thread/f43332577f29deb2# Souls
make
people
levitate
(3/5/09)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.philosophy/browse_thread/thread/3b7fd70fae7f34f9# Proof of existence of souls (23/4/09)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.paranormal/browse_thread/thread/3b7fd70fae7f34f9# Proof of existence of souls (23/4/09)
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.environment/browse_thread/thread/c17fb893db3ee31a# Prophecy on "kissing footprints" (1/4/09)
http://groups.google.com/group/rec.food.cooking/browse_thread/thread/c17fb893db3ee31a# Prophecy on "kissing footprints" (1/4/09)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.religion/browse_thread/thread/4d42227a61d7a6af# Origins
of
God
(7/1/8)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.health/browse_thread/thread/3d6ed0482f959181# Time vehicles as medicine for everything (3/1/09)
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.energy/browse_thread/thread/8dc4c8094a791f08# Reversal of friction cools the climate (23/12/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.philosophy/browse_thread/thread/74ccf5dc9c287237# Two histories of the universe (5/12/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/rec.food.cooking/browse_thread/thread/f3de95f a38f6b5a2# Immortality
of
people
(29/11/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.health/browse_thread/thread/f3de95fa38f6b5a2# Immortality
of
people
(29/11/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.energy.renewable/browse_thread/thread/f25a51aeecd32f0a# Immortality
of
people
(27/11/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.atheism/browse_thread/thread/69203f0573f83531# How
to
defeat
death
(29/10/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics/browse_thread/thread/545a8b41db16f4a0# Jumping
nature
of
time
(23/10/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.philosophy/browse_thread/thread/545a8b41db16f4a0# Jumping
nature
of
time
(23/10/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.religion/browse_thread/thread/dd81c6c03c46d3fb# Certainty of God through labour (28/9/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.philosophy/browse_thread/thread/664add681beb520f/112aef6737969e9b Uncertain God (12/9/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics/browse_thread/thread/337d7a8b25e9e79b# Energy
has
NO-laws
(13/7/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/aus.cars/browse_thread/thread/875fbde577dd5ac3# McCain
promised
$300
m
(27/06/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/aus.cars/browse_thread/thread/2011093f63500a95/f9d03d70b2ca4d49 Against cars on water (25/6/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/aus.cars/browse_thread/thread/fe97a6a1887e1216# Cars
on
water
(18/6/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.ufo/browse_thread/thread/4e599c3abcf87ef0# Authentic UFO photographs - explain (1/6/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.geo.geology/browse_thread/thread/b6e2121a5c890408# China's
earthquake
(20/5/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.disasters.misc/browse_thread/thread/b6e2121a5c890408# China's
earthquake
(20/5/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.alien.visitors/browse_thread/thread/48fb8fab975a7427# Cyclone
from
Burma
(12/5/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.philosophy/browse_thread/thread/d2327d9477eed94b# Atheists
versus
believers
(28/04/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.religion/browse_thread/thread/d2327d9477eed94b# Atheists
versus
believers
(28/04/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.bio.misc/browse_thread/thread/08f2092eec0476ad# Holy coconuts falling on heads (16/4/08)
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics/browse_thread/thread/20892864b7f7690e/bbdc5b3dc1aed298#bbdc5b3dc1aed298 God's
NON-existence
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics/browse_thread/thread/1ec304a0b8533c5a/1bcfda7cc9e40aa6 The flywheel Perpetual Motion
http://groups.google.com/group/alt.religion/browse_thread/thread/2b9938159ebee69e#cca5692aa27746a2 Obese
in
churches
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.physics/browse_thread/thread/0b85905d2dc9f083#c374dc041f3c5fdf 12 items of physical evidence
for
the
existence
of
God
http://groups.google.com/group/talk.origins/browse_thread/thread/8040cef26d37261f#de22942cb8fe3aee 13 items of biological evidence
for
the
existence
of
God
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.logic/browse_thread/thread/9d7e62b9be872ac3/2d70a1621314beb6#2d70a1621314beb6 Formal
proof
for
"counter-world"
http://groups.google.com/group/sci.logic/browse_thread/thread/3511120c588e0a16/6c4ba1babcee49b5#6c4ba1babcee49b5 Formal
proof
that
"God
exists"
http://groups.google.com/group/talk.origins/browse_thread/thread/f43b7ee2d9d8e837/ecabc492dd893a64#ecabc492dd893a64 UFOSabotages in Internet

Please notice that addresses for the Polish language discussions on the
same topics are provided on the equivalent of this item #E2 from the Polish
language version of this web page.
Independently from discussion forums in English (like above) and in Polish,
selected important topics were exposed to discussions in several further
languages, e.g. Spanish - see threads:
https://groups.google.com/forum/?fromgroups#!topic/es.ciencia.misc/QVZ0l9oswlo Evidencia de la falacia de la ciencia (18/07/12)
https://groups.google.com/forum/?fromgroups#!topic/es.charla.politica.misc/ys6Ar0XlhvA Prueba de la falacia de la ciencia (18/07/12)
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#E2.1. Shocking sabotages of totaliztic threads marked
(*) in the above item #E2:
I am quite used to acts of sabotages carried out on everything that concerns
totalizm. But still I was shocked with the insolence of an open sabotage when on
11 October 2009 I looked to threads that discussed the so-called "curse of
inventors" - on list from the above item #E2 these threads are marked with a
"star" (*1). This is because the text of my posts was deleted. In turn to delete text
of a post in the Google forum one needs to have either rights of a "administrator"
or some "supernatural power" (for example, I do NOT have rights to introduce
any change to even my own posts which I already uploaded in there). Thus, such
a deletion of my posts quite unambiguously indicated to every interested person,
that someone of a significant influence and power is openly persecuting
discussion threads of totalizm. As it turned out later, this open deletion of the
totaliztic discussion thread was just a beginning of a long chain of outrageous
persecution of topics which I opened to the discussion. Below I am listing in a
reverse chronological order a summary of cases of such persecution. (Notice that
a slightly more information on the subject of this open, impertinent, and shocking
sabotage aimed at progressive truths which totalizm promotes, contains item
#G10 from the totaliztic web page eco_cars.htm.)
(*3) On 3 December 2009 I posted for a discussion my new thread on the
subject "Supernatural capabilities of Polish snakes". Knowing about the
viciousness with which my three previous threads were sabotaged, from the
beginning I decided to make such sabotage more difficult through the change of
my pseudo-name (initials) from the previously used "JP2" into a new one "JP3".
Probably due to the confusion caused by the use of a new pseudo-name (initials)
"JP3", this time my discussion thread was NOT deleted immediately.
(*2) On 1 November 2009 my Google discussion thread regarding the
"References to DNA in the Bible is confirming principles of gaining immorality
accomplished through shifting back in time" (adopted from item #D5 of the web
page immortality.htm), was completely deleted from internet in around 3
minutes after it appeared in discussion forums. I uploaded again this thread still
the same day - I just changed the title of discussion and opened especially for
this purpose the second email address under a new pseudoname (initials) "JP2".
After this second uploading I tested the post and it was available for the
discussion. Unfortunately later the post was deleted again - so that when the next
day I checked it, the following error message was displayed: "Topic not found.
We're sorry, but we were unable to find the topic you were looking for. Perhaps
the URL you clicked on is out of date or broken?". As we can see, the secretive
"internet censorship of progressive ideas" destroys any attempt to disseminate
truths that run uphill in the "moral field" - as this is explained in "part #G" of the
totaliztic web page eco_cars.htm.
(*1) On 10 October 2009, in my Google discussion thread regarding the "The
'curse of inventors' which forces the progress along the 'line of the highest
resistance'" (adopted from item #G1 of the totaliztic web page eco_cars.htm),
the text of the post was deleted and only voices of criticism were left in this post.
Thus, I was forced to upload this text again under voices of critics. Then it turned
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out that my internet address and initials "JP" with which I marked my posts were
also placed on an internet "black list" and starting from then it become impossible
to make from this address any further posts on Google discussion forums. So it is
clear that there is such a thing as "internet censorship of truth", and that the most
vital and progressive truths are the first victim of it.

#E3. Still operational blogs of totalizm (in
English and Polish) which explain what
new is added to totaliztic web pages:
For these interested in the philosophy of totalizm, which wish to continually
trace changes and improvements introduced to totaliztic web pages, a special
"blog" was open. This blog is still operational until today. It is written in two
languages simultaneously, namely in English and in Polish. It is available at the
addresses:
totalizm.blox.pl/html and
totalizm.wordpress.com
(note that in order to have a look at this blog you need to either click here at a
"green" address with the link, or write this address into the addressing window of
your own internet explorer).
However, notice that soon after developing the authentic (above) blog
of totalizm, and several mirror copies of it indicated below, in the internet
appeared numerous "slandering blogs". These "slandering blogs" either
assumed the name "totalizm", or impersonated my name. Their goal was to
cunningly deviate or slander truths which were disseminated by totalizm under an
excuse that they supposedly support, develop, or discuss these truths.
The name "blog of totalizm" is simply assigned to a kind of continually
updated "open letter". In case of "blogs of totalizm" this "open letter" concerns
totaliztic web pages and topics discussed on these pages. In order words, "blogs
of totalizm" are kinds of guides through subsequent changes and improvements
introduced to totaliztic web pages. These can be read after visiting the above
address.
Initially on the above blog of totalizm also comments could be made by
readers regarding the discussed changes and improvements. Comments of other
readers could be viewed in there as well. However, soon it turned out that some
nasty individuals started to use this blog for throwing mud at myself and at
totalizm, and also they started to write malicious hate messages. Therefore in the
second half of 2007 I closed the possibility of inserting comments into blogs of
totalizm, while simultaneously I shifted the discussion onto Google discussion
forums described and linked in item #E2 above.
The first blog of totalizm indicated above, was arranged in April 2005 in the
Polish service of blogs named gazeta.pl. It was so programmed that every
reader is able to read all posts placed on it. Unfortunately it soon turned out that it
makes available only around 13 KB of memory for a single post - means rather
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NOT enough for a typical post. Therefore soon it turned out to be necessary to
open several further "mirror" blogs of totalizm, the memory offer of which was
slightly larger. These "mirror" blogs contain the same posts as the blog indicated
above, only that they do NOT cut out sections of the post because of the memory
limitations.
Due to this, independently from the original (first and the most old) blog of
totalizm indicated before, also accessible at present should be the following
"mirror" copy of this blog - at which subsequent posts are NOT cut down because
of the memory limits:
totalizm.wordpress.com (existing since 11/11/06).

#E4. Internet discussion list of totalizm (in
Polish):
Totalizm has also developed discussion lists in Internet, on which various
totaliztic ideas were discussed. Here is the historic review of these lists, outlined
in a reverse-chronological order (means the newest lists are presented first).
#E4.1. The 7th Internet discussion list of totalizm (in Polish) at
http://totalizm.eu:
In 2007 one amongst former activists of totalizm organised another, 7th in
turn, internet discussion list of totalizm (in Polish). This newest list can be viewed
at the address:
http://totalizm.eu
I personally make available on this new list all posts which I also publish on blogs
of totalizm and which I expose to the discussion on Google forums. But because
of the lack of permanent access to Internet (explained in item #C3 above) I do
NOT take part in the discussion on this list which would consume too much
computer time (and thus too much out of my funds).
#E4.2. Previous, already non-existing, 6th Internet discussion list of
totalizm (in Polish) - what happened to it?
I am very sorry to inform readers, that the previous, sixth in turn internet
discussion list of totalizm from the address totalizm@yahoogroups.com, started
in 2004, become almost completely inactive at the beginning of May 2005.
#E4.3. Which in a row was this previous Internet discussion list of
totalizm? (6-th since 2000 - all previous were sabotaged)
The review of history of previous internet discussion lists of totalizm is
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provided in subsection A4 from volume 1 of monograph [1/4]. These previous
discussion lists of totalizm had addresses:
(1) ufopl@listbot.com (started in 2000),
(2) totalizm@listbot.com,
(3) totalizm@interia.pl,
(4) totalizm@hydepark.pl,
(5) totalizmro@yahoogroups.com,
(6) totalizm@yahoogroups.com (started in 2004 and sabotaged in May 2005).

Part #F: How to find a "totaliztic web
page" with content which interests us:
#F1. How to review "totaliztic web pages"
most easily?
Every "totaliztic web site" holds a number of different "totaliztic web pages"
and contains "links" to further number of totaliztic web pages located on different
servers. Each "totaliztic web page" presents an official stand of totalizm regarding
some specific problem or subject. The most easy way to look at all these web
pages, is by using "Menu 2". For this, firstly on the web page at which we just are
looking, we need to click on a symbol "Menu 2". In the result of this clicking a
new web page is going to open for us. It contains only the list of all totaliztic web
pages that exist at a given moment. Then from this list contained on the page
"Menu 2" we need to choose the section that contains the list of totaliztic web
pages available in the English language. Finally, we choose in this section the
English web pages, and then click one by one, on the pages which address the
subject area in which we are interested. But we must remember, that because of
the physical limitations of a given server, not all web pages selected by us are
going to be available on the web site which we just examine. So in case some
web pages that we are interested in are not available on this particular server,
when we finish examining a given server (web site), we should shift to another
server (web site) by selecting it from "Menu 4". Then we keep looking over there
through the web pages which interest us. On this new server we again use
"Menu 2" in order to make easier the selection of subsequent web pages that we
wish to review.

#F2. Internal links to other "totaliztic web
pages" placed inside of texts of given web
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pages - why we should NOT click on them
before we are ready to extend our
knowledge on a given topic:
Totaliztic web pages are programmed in a similar manner as encyclopaedias
are written. Means, if in a given totaliztic web page a topic is addressed which on
another totaliztic web page is extended (or presented from a different point of
view), then under almost every name of this topic a link is provided (highlighted
with the underlined green colour) to this another totaliztic web page on which a
given topic is also discussed. Some readers who are unused to such a
formulation of descriptions, continually click on these links thus loosing
themselves completely in the topic which they were reading. Therefore these
links need to be treated as existing only "just in case". Means, we should
NOT click on these links during the first reading of a given text. Only at the
second reading, when we already know roughly what the text is about, and we
just wish to additionally extend our knowledge on some topics that are linked in a
given text, we click on the selected link and shift to another web page which
discusses more comprehensively (or from a different point of view) the same
topic. In turn on this another web page we again act as on the original web page means in the first reading of a given text we do NOT click on any links.
I am explaining here the above principles of reading of densely linked topics,
because many readers do NOT have yet experiences in reading such texts. So if
already during the first reading they give way to the temptation to click on links
placed in given texts, then instead of helping them and facilitating their in-depth
learning of a given subject, these links will rather disturb their reading. Therefore
let us remember that during the first reading a given totaliztic web page we
treat green links like just an ordinary text - means we simply do NOT click on
these links but just read their content.

#F3. How the availability of the source
replica of menu.htm in your own computer
facilitates the viewing of totaliztic web
pages in spite of their continuous
sabotaging:
The continuous sabotages of totaliztic web pages (as this is described in
"part #E" below), practically means that the situation of each of these web pages
changes from one day to other. For example, one day we may be able to open
and view some of these web pages, while a next day it may turn out that the
access to these web pages is already sabotaged. So in order to make available
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these web pages in spite of their continuous sabotaging, each one of them is
disseminated on several different web sites and servers. (The more vital for
totalizm a given web page is, on the greater number of servers it is available.)
Unfortunately, in normal cases the interested readers of totaliztic web pages are
unable to remember addresses of all these web sites and servers on which given
web pages are available (after all, there is around 50 of them). Therefore, during
the first viewing one of the totaliztic web pages, it is advisable to download to our
own computer the so-called "source replica" of a special web page carrying the
physical name "menu.htm", which in the menu part of each totaliztic web page is
available under the logical name "Menu 4". (How exactly one can download this
source replica, it is described on a separate web page which in "Menu 2" is
marked as "replicate". In practical terms it suffices to click in "Menu 2" on the
item "source replica of this page" and then simply carry out the instructions that
appear on one's screen.) The point is, that the web page "menu.htm" contains
addresses of all web sites and servers with totaliztic web pages. So if we display
this "menu.htm" page in our own computer (e.g. through the double clicking on it
with our "Windows Explorer"), then this "menu.htm" web page is going to run for
us automatically subsequent totaliztic web pages each time when we click on one
these web pages appearing in the "menu.htm". In turn, because the web page
"menu.htm" (i.e. "Menu 4") contains the list of addresses of all currently existing
totaliztic web pages, if one of these web pages is sabotaged, we still can choose
from the "menu.htm" different addresses of the same web page and then run this
web page from such different addresses.
The above should be complemented with the information, that the web page
"menu.htm" used to be updated practically quite frequently (lately it is NOT so
because of my access to Internet is limited). (After all, because of these
continuous sabotages, the situation of totaliztic web pages changes continually.)
Therefore, in order to have in our computer relatively recent source replica of this
web page, it is worth to replace every now and again the currently kept version of
it by a version even more recent. The date of the most recent upload of a given
web page "menu.htm" available from a specific server, is provided at the very end
of the web page. Notice also that NOT all servers with totaliztic web pages
contain the newest update of the "menu.htm", as not all of them are updated with
the same frequency.

Part #G: How all "totaliztic web pages" are
organised:
#G1. What is the "colour code"? (green
underlined means links incorporated into
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the text):
Totaliztic web pages use the so-called "colour code". This "code" is simply a
use of specific colours for expressing always the same meaning. In such a colour
code subsequent colours placed within the text of internet web pages have
strictly defined meaning. For example, on my web pages the colour green with
which the text is additionally underlined with green, means "links to other totaliztic
web pages". But we need to remember that there are two kinds of such links,
namely with the "relative addressing" and with the "absolute addressing". Links
with relative addressing always point at another web page from the same
server (and the same address) at which a given page is located. Therefore links
with relative addressing usually run the web page that they indicate from a given
server. This in turn mean practically that not all such links will work on a given
server, as NOT all totaliztic web pages in existence must be present on this
server. In the text of my web pages they are marked with a normal green font but
underlined, e.g. the philosophy of parasitism. In turn links with absolute
addressing always open a web page that is defined by a complete internet
address (URL). Thus most frequently they shift us to another web page located at
a different server (and address) than a given web page. Because the URL
(address) indicated by these links always previously was tested and for sure it
worked, these links should work in every case - unless someone just sabotaged
the web page which they call. In text of my web pages, which are typed with a
normal font (like this font), I mark such links with a bold underlined font, e.g.
moral laws. So if we click with mouse on text marked with such a green
underlined colour, then another web page connected with the subject of this
green text should open for us.
At this point I should add, that the code of green colour I introduced relatively
recent, because only in December 2004. So not all totaliztic web pages are
already pre-programmed to it. But from the very beginning I use a red colour. A
red colour means words or text which in my opinion is especially
important. A red colour does not mean links to other web pages.

#G2. Why totaliztic web pages have 4
menus?
Independently whether according to one's own philosophy, someone is going
to call it the "continuous bad luck", "coincident", or a "persisting sabotage from
the dark force which operates on the Earth (e.g. from UFOnauts)", the fact is that
totaliztic web pages are continually troubled by various strange events. These
events sometimes make difficult or impossible the viewing of totaliztic web pages
by interested people. Also they usually have a very cunning character. The most
frequently appearing examples of such obstructive events are described more
comprehensively on the web page named "sabotages" that is available via
"Menu 2" and/or "Menu 4". (Notice that web pages from "Menu 2" and "Menu 4"
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are not available on every server. Therefore the web page "sabotages" does not
need to be present on this server - although it is worth to check whether by any
chance it is here.)
In order to defend somehow these totaliztic web pages from such hidden
sabotages of the "dark force" that most clearly tries to make people to earn their
knowledge of totalizm, it becomes necessary for me to undertake an entire range
of remedies. One of these remedies depends on making available each totaliztic
web page on several different servers at the same time. In this way, if the "dark
force" sabotages a given page on one of these servers, then the interested
readers still should be able to find this web page intact on a different server, and
be able to display it for themselves, or to download the source replica of it from
over there to their own computers. Unfortunately, some servers impose an entire
array of limitations onto their users. The most important out of these limitations
are: (1) the limit of memory that is given to a user for his or her web pages, (2)
the limit to the maximal size of files that could be uploaded into a given server,
and (3) the limit to a kind of files that can be placed on a given server (e.g. many
servers disallow placing on them files of the "PDF" or "ZIP" types). Because of
such limitations, not every server is able to accept every totaliztic web page. So
in order to give to the potential readers some idea, as to where look for which
web pages, I introduced 4 different menus to totaliztic web pages. Out of these,
for example "Menu 1" lists only these web pages which almost for sure should be
present on web sites that represent a given subject area (unless this "dark
forces" already managed to sabotage them). So viewers are encouraged to look
at all web pages listed in "Menu 1". In turn "Menu 2" lists all web pages which
may be present on a given web site, although it is not guaranteed that the
physical limitations of a given server that holds this web site will allow to make
available all of them. Therefore the user is encouraged to select from the "Menu
2" these pages in which he or she is interested, and then just in case check
whether they are present on a given server. (In order to check whether these
pages are present on a given server, it suffices to simply "click" on them in "Menu
2".)

#G3. What information is provided in
subsequent Menus?
Here are descriptions as to what displays each subsequent one amongst
these 4 menus present on the totaliztic web pages:

Menu 1:
It contains a list of web pages which should be present on a given web site,
independently on which server this web site was installed. So even when the
server has too small capacity to accumulate all web pages listed in "Menu 2", it
still should have web pages, or links to these web pages, that are listed in "Menu
1".
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Menu 2:
It contains relative addresses to all totaliztic web pages developed sofar. After displaying the software version of "Menu 2", it looks as follows - click on
the button below to see it (the vertical bar allows to view all sections of it):
Select from this "Menu 2" the web page that interests you, then click on this web
page to run it.

Menu 3:
"Menu 3" combines examples of absolute addresses of other web sites
which also offer a given web page.

Menu 4:
This menu presents the most current list of internet addresses to all web
sites (servers) which hold totaliztic web pages. After displaying the software
version of "Menu 4", it looks as follows - click on the button below to see it (the
vertical bar allows to view all sections of it):
Select from this "Menu 4" the web site (server) that interests you, then click on a
page from this web site (server) to run it. After a first web page from this web site
(server) is open, you can shift from this web page to any other web page
contained on this web site (server) simply by using its "Menu 1" or "Menu 2".

#G4. What other housekeeping web pages
are included into various web sites of
totalizm?
Independently from web pages "Menu 2" and "Menu 4", and also in addition
to this web page named faq.htm, some web sites of totalizm contain also further
housekeeping web pages. Their function is to facilitate the use of totaliztic web
pages (i.e. NOT the presentation of any totaliztic idea). Here is the list of these
further housekeeping web pages:
- replicate.htm. This web page explains the procedure of replicating source
copies of totaliztic web pages in the user's computer.
- sabotages.htm. This web page describes the forms identified so-far, which
the sabotages of totaliztic web pages seem to take most frequently.
- keyboard_ru.htm (i.e. keyboard with Russian alphabet). This web page
appear on all totaliztic web sites on which uploaded were web pages translated
into the Russian language, for example the web page tornado_ru.htm. It
contains the keyboard with Russian alphabet represented with "Unicode"
characters.
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#G5. What are these strange characters in
the
text?
(i.e.
Polish
letters:
ą,ć,ę,ł,ń,ó,ś,ź,ż)
In my efforts of continuous perfecting totaliztic web pages, on many such
web pages already Polish letters are used. However, I noticed soon that not
every server have and displays Polish letters correctly. For example the server
www.nrg.to deforms Polish letters and makes impossible their displaying even
on computers from Poland, nor on computers which use the operating system
"Windows XP" that is adjusted by default for using Polish letters. Furthermore, I
also noticed that in a spontaneous manner computers seem to display correctly
these Polish letters only when they use "Windows XP" (or higher), or when their
"Internet Explorer" is set specially for displaying them.
In order to set an "Internet Explorer" onto the correct displaying of Polish
letters, one needs to do as follows:
(a) Click on the position "View" (i.e. "Widok" in Polish) in the pull-down
menu of this browser. Then one needs to
(b) Click onto the command "Encoding" (i.e. "Kodowanie" in Polish). This
opens another small submenu. Finally one needs to
(c) Click on "More" (i.e. "Dalsze" in Polish) in this another small submenu.
In turn when the submenu "More" (i.e. "Dalsze" in Polish) opens, which contains
various alphabets, one needs to choose, and to click the alphabet marked
"Central European (Windows)" (i.e. the "Srodkowoeuropejski (Windows)" in
Polish).
If by any chance such a setting of the computer does not help, just in case I
would like to inform, that if in someone's computer various strange characters do
appear, then this probably means that his or her computer does not display
correctly Polish letters. In such a case it is good to know, that the characters
displayed have following meanings:
"ą" = "a" with a tail, "Ą" = "A" with a tail,
"ć" = "c" with ' above it, "Ć" = "C" with ' above it,
"ę" = "e" with a tail, "Ę" = "E" with a tail,
"ł" = "l" crossed, "Ł" = "L" crossed,
"ń" = "n" with ' above it, "Ń" = "N" with ' above it,
"ó" = "o" with ' above it (means another Polish "u"), "Ó" = "O" with ' above it
(means another Polish "U")
"ś" = "s" with ' above it, "Ś" = "S" with ' above it,
"ź" = "z" with ' above it, "Ź" = "Z" with ' above it,
"ż" = "z" with a dot above it, "Ż" = "Z" with a dot above it.
Here is the list of Polish letters that may appear in my texts:
ą ć ę ł ń ó ś ź ż (lower-case uniquely Polish letters)
a c e l n o s z z (Latin and English equivalents of lower-case uniquely Polish
letters)
Ą Ć Ę Ł Ń Ó Ś Ź Ż (UPPER CASE uniquely Polish letters)
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A C E L N O S X Z (Latin and English equivalents of UPPER CASE uniquely
Polish letters).
I should add here, that after I noticed very humble effects of my use of Polish
letters, some my Polish text are still written and displayed solely with the use of
English (Latin) alphabet. This is not a big error, as the majority of Polish words
anyway use mainly the Latin alphabet.

Part #H: Which principles of God's actions
influence the availability of "totaliztic web
pages"?
#H1. Principles of God's action to "direct
the humanity at the most lengthy possible
path to a success" and to "make people
earn everything":
Religions tell us since the beginning of time that "God is good" and that "God
does only good". Because apart from religions practically no-one carried out sofar a secular research and analyses of methods used by God in His actions, we
all believe that if God decided to do anything else apart from "forgiving us our
sins", then He will do some kind of good. No one seems to realise, that in order to
do "good", the same God firstly needs to show us how "bad" looks like, that in
order something new could be "born", firstly something old must "die", that in
order to "help" someone, firstly God must lead this person into "troubles", that in
order to be able to "heal" someone, firstly the same God must "make ill" this
person, etc., etc. On the other hand, this type of secular (scientific) analyses of
methods and principles of God's actions, lead us to the discovery, that God in His
interactions with people is forced to apply quite radical methods. For example,
"God must always direct the humanity at the longest possible path to any
success", "God always must hint at least two different explanations for
everything" (i.e. one religious and one secular), and also God must require from
people to "earn everything".
A more illustrative explanation why God must be so tough towards people, is
provided in item #A3 from the totaliztic web page god_proof.htm. In turn more
information about the methods of action of God and principles which God applies
during grooming people, is provided, amongst others, in item #B5.1 from the
totaliztic web page will.htm, in item #K1 from the totaliztic web page fe_cell.htm,
or in items #C1 to #C5 from the totaliztic web page prawda.htm.
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#H2. In order to consequently follow His
principles in life, God is forced to
"simulate" the existence of evil enemies of
totaliztic web pages:
In order to be able to consistently implement in life His principles of
interacting with people, God is forced to temporally "simulate" the existence and
activities on the Earth of various evil creatures. In this number "simulated" are
also creatures which manifestly show their hostility towards totalizm and towards
totaliztic web pages. Reasons and methods of this simulation are described on
different web pages, for example in item #K4 from the totaliztic web page
fe_cell.htm, in items #B11 to B13 from the totaliztic web page god.htm, in item
#F7 from the totaliztic web page evil.htm, or in items #D2 and #D3 from the
totaliztic web page ufo.htm.
Because of the existence of this Godly "simulations" which display the
vicious hostility towards totalizm and totaliztic web pages, all forms of sabotaging
of totaliztic web pages described here, in reality are carried out by these God's
"simulations".

#H3. In what manner God "simulates" evil
creatures which persecute the humanity:
Descriptions of manners on which God "simulates" these "evil creatures"
which later persecute and hold back all progressive ideas on the Earth, are
presented in item #J2 from the totaliztic web page aliens.htm, in item #I1 from
the totaliztic web page cloud_ufo.htm, in items #B11 to #B13 from the totaliztic
web page god.htm, and in item #K4 from the totaliztic web page fe_cell.htm.

#H4. Which other progressive ideas are
also persecuted and hold back on the
Earth:
The progressive ideas presented on the totaliztic web pages are NOT the
only ideas which are blocked, hold back, and persecuted by these evil creatures
the existence and activities on the Earth God "simulates" so insistently.
Practically every progressive idea, discovery, or invention, is persecuted by these
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creatures. These persecutions are so powerful, that they can be called a curse
of inventors - for details and examples of this "curse of inventors" see item #K3
from the totaliztic web page fe_cell.htm and item #H1 from the totaliztic web
page newzealand_visit.htm. The most commonly known examples of scientific
discoveries, inventions, and progressive ideas, which are persecuted by this
"curse of inventors" are described in subsections VB5 to VB5.3.2 from volume 17
of monograph [1/4]. The only ideas, discoveries, and inventions which this God's
"simulations" NOT only that do NOT persecute, but actually promote, are these
ones which work for the detriment of humanity (a good example of just such
detrimental ideas is the "theory of relativity" described in more details in the
description (caption) under "Fig. #G2b" and "Fig. #G2c" from the totaliztic web
page evil.htm, and also at the end of item #K1 from the totaliztic web page
fe_cell.htm).

Part #I: Simulated "enemies" of totaliztic
web pages:
#I1. Where we know from that totaliztic
web pages have a hidden enemy?
One amongst numerous goals of totalizm is to spread objective knowledge
and truth about the universe that surrounds us. (Another goals include, amongst
others: (1) providing people with a recipe for a happy, fulfilled, and moral life, (2)
spreading scientific and secular knowledge about aims and activities of God, (3)
revealing the sources of evil on Earth, and elimination of these sources, etc.) As
such, totalizm "stepped on toes" of all forces of evil and destruction, in the power
of which Earth currently remains. So these forces continually try to destroy
totalizm. But they carry out this destruction in a hidden manner - after all
the moral and peaceful totalizm does not do any harm to anyone. So
normally these "dark forces" would not be able to afford the negative fame of an
open destruction of such moral and peaceful philosophy. However, they do not
have any inhibition in destroying totalizm in a hidden manner. After all, when they
destroy totalizm in a hidden manner, no-one will be able to notice, who actually
carries out this destruction and for what reasons is doing it. In their attempts to
destroy totalizm, these "forces of evil" destroy also in a hidden manner the
"totaliztic web pages" which disseminate truth about this philosophy and about
the universe which surrounds us. In this way the totaliztic web pages are actually
a constant "battlefield". On this battlefield in a hidden manner two old sworn
enemies are fighting, namely ideas of morality and goodness - which are
disseminated by the totaliztic web pages, and this "dark force of evil and
destruction" in the power of which out planet still remains. This "dark force"
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continually improves its methods of hidden destruction of totaliztic web pages.
Thus the viewing these web pages with the elapse of times becomes increasingly
difficult. Therefore it is necessary to introduce increasingly better methods of
defence to the totaliztic web pages. One of these methods of defence is a better
information of readers about "what actually is going on" and why these strange
problems with the access to these web pages keep appearing continually.

#I2. Why and by whom the totaliztic web
pages are secretly persecuted?
Almost all totaliztic web pages disclose one especially bitter truth. They insist
on documenting this truth according to the totaliztic principle of "revealing only the
truth and the entire truth" - in spite that this particular truth disqualifies these web
pages in eyes of many close-minded people and exposes these pages to everincreasing persecution. The truth states that for very vital reasons, on the
Earth must be "simulated" a situation as if our planet is occupied in a
hidden manner by morally corrupted although technically extremely
advanced relatives of the humanity. The most illustrative explanation for the
origin and reasons of this "simulated" occupation, which I placed in Internet sofar, is presented on the web page "evil". I highly recommend everyone to have a
look at this web page. People who had to deal with these morally degenerate
relatives of humans, report back that some amongst these our secret enemies
are so similar to people, that if any of them would be our neighbour, our
colleague from the office, our superior, or a head of our state, we would never be
able to distinguish him unambiguously from a normal human being. Only they
really know who belongs to their kind. So-far we can only deduce on the basis of
various attributes, who in our surroundings belongs to their kind - as this is done
on the web page "changelings". But in reality, we still are lacking any reliable
method of their identification, with the use of which we could determine
conclusively who actually belongs to them. Totaliztic web pages, amongst others,
provide material evidence and formal proofs for the existence of this hidden
persecution of humanity by such evil creatures - as an example see web pages:
predators, 26th day, plague, hurricanes, tornado, UFO-clouds, WTC and
Columbia. Totaliztic web pages describe also appearance and methods of acting
of these evil creatures, which look very much like humans - although they are not
humans at all, and which talk only good - although their actions spread
exclusively evil. The present popular name for these "simulated" evil relatives of
humans, which in a hidden manner persecute and rob humanity since the
beginning of time, is "UFOnauts". But our ancestors from the past did not know
yet the term "UFOnauts", so they called these "simulated" evil creatures with
other names, like "devils", "Satan", "witches", "wizards", "imps", "gremlins",
"Greek gods", etc. - for more details about them, about their immoral philosophy
of robbers and bandits, and about their technologically highly advanced tricks
(similar to these worked out by our master magician, "David Copperfield") that
they constantly play on us, see subsection O8 from volume 12 of this
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monograph [1/4], or see the web page ufo.htm. Of course, since monograph
[1/4] discloses the evil activities of these influential and well organized tormentors
of humanity, one should NOT be surprised that the creatures are holding back
and obstructing the dissemination of truth about them which is presented on
totaliztic web pages. Some amongst numerous tricks that they use to sabotage
readership of information about them, depends (amongst others) on making
impossible the downloading of copies of monograph [1/4] from internet web sites
on which it is offered free of charge. So if during downloading monograph [1/4]
you encounter any mysterious obstacles, which may look like just ordinary
"coincident", in reality such obstacles will be an intentional sabotage caused by
these "simulated" evil relatives of humans. In fact, because of the continuous
sabotage of monograph [1/4], I would recommend to prepare for yourself
replicas of totaliztic web pages that you are interested in (together with
complete texts and illustrations which are made available through these
web pages) - as this is explained on the web page "replicate". After the
reader experiences personally all these strange sabotages, which reveal
themselves during preparation of such replicas of totaliztic web pages, he
or she should be able to gain the certainty about this invisible persecution
of humanity by some morally decadent creatures which are "simulated" as
our close relatives.After all, the systematic appearance of such mysterious
obstacles in a relatively simple action such as e.g. downloading monograph [1/4]
to your own computer, is one of the most illustrative proofs for the actual
existence of a hidden persecution of humanity. At this point it is worth to notice
that in order to neutralize effects of this continuous sabotages of totaliztic web
pages, these pages are made also available at a number of different servers.
Thus, if something refuses to work on one server, I would suggest to try to run it
from other locations indicated in "Menu 4" or in "Menu 3".

Part #J: What forms takes the sabotaging
of totaliztic web pages?
#J1. Is there a separate web page about
methods of sabotaging totaliztic web
pages?
YES, there is such a web page. It is named sabotages.htm. It describes
most frequently encountered examples of sabotages. I invite you to have a look
at it.
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#J2. Summary of most vital methods of
sabotaging totaliztic web pages:
There is practically unlimited number of different ways in which perfectly
camouflaged sabotages of totaliztic web pages are carried out. Readers who
already tried to read these web pages most surely encountered some cases of
these sabotages.
From my data gathered to-date about methods of sabotaging totaliztic web
pages, and from subsequent analyzes some of this data, an interesting picture
seems to emerge. It turns out, that totaliztic web pages are sabotaged both, on
servers which host these pages, and also in computers of users who view these
web pages. So it appears, that saboteurs research the future, and seek such
people in it, who due to learning ideas of totalizm initiated some effective actions.
Then these saboteurs sabotage these people in all possible ways, including also
sabotaging their computers. (In addition to sabotaging, such progressive people
are sometimes even murdered - as more comprehensively this is explained in
subsection A4 from volume 1 of monograph [1/4], and as someone named Prof.
G. Cope Schellhorn illustrated it with many examples on the web page
rense.com/general64/liqud.htm.) Thus, sabotages described here can be
located both, on (A) client computers, as well as on (B) servers. Let us discuss
each one of these two areas of sabotaging separately.

#J3. The so-called "sabotaging loop":
The sabotaging of totaliztic web pages in client computers is carried
out in such a manner as if there exists a so-called "sabotage loop". The
"simulated" use of this "sabotage loop" is presently the most effective, although
simultaneously the most extraordinary and most controversial method of
sabotaging computers of users. Independently from this web page, this loop is
also described in "part #B" of a separate web page named sabotages.htm. I am
studying for a long time this method of sabotaging present computers.
Conclusions which I reached so-far in the effect of these studies, are rather
shocking and controversial. This is because my conclusions suggest something,
that at our present level of knowledge neither can be proven nor can be
documented. However, in order to make possible for other researchers to
consider this method of sabotaging, I am describing my conclusions here,
indicating simultaneously that they need to be treated as a non-proven
hypothesis, or as my personal opinion, which still requires further gathering data
in order to be confirmed or dismissed. Namely, it appears to me, that starting
from around the year 2000, someone managed to introduce somehow to logical
circuitry of most popular microprocessors a secret control circuit of some sort,
called the "sabotage loop". This secret circuit allows to carry out two-directional,
real-time, remote control over practically every computer that uses such
microprocessors. In connection with appropriate insertions to various vital
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software, this secret control circuit ("sabotage loop") allows to cause any desired
behaviour of a given computer that saboteurs may wish to display. For example,
if we work with our computer and such saboteurs notice something that they
dislike, then they can cause, that the program that we use rapidly either
suspends the operation, or switches into some strange mode of operation, or
displays some strange error message, etc. These saboteurs may also cause that
our computer rapidly begins to behave like if it caught a virus (in spite that there
is no virus in it), or that files that we try to save on a disk refuse to save, or that
some keys refuse to work, or that a selected fragment of a picture or window is
not displayed, etc., etc. In total, this secret control circuitry in microprocessors
from our computers cause, that these computers refuse to obey our commands,
while they eagerly obey commands of saboteurs that are watching our actions.
Due to this circuitry, saboteurs are able to sabotage practically every our action
on a given computer, which they do not like for some reasons.

#J4. Sabotages of totaliztic web pages on
servers:
Generally speaking, this way of sabotaging depends on putting out of order,
or on blocking, totaliztic web pages while they are still on servers, and before
users are able to load and run them on own computers. Amongst a whole range
of manners on which totaliztic web pages are sabotaged on servers, the following
ones seem to be especially irritating at the moment:
(1) Removal of totaliztic web pages from search engines. This is the
most favoured by saboteurs manner of sabotaging totaliztic web pages. After all,
by removing these web pages from "search engines" they make impossible to
potential viewers finding these web pages in the gigantic Internet. In turn without
finding them it is impossible to view them. Even if saboteurs sometimes allow
these web pages to appear in selected search engines, they still may disrupt the
link between the search engine and a given totaliztic web page. Just in order to
decrease this manner of sabotaging, I try to make available every totaliztic web
page on practically each totaliztic server.
(2) Scripts that delay opening of totaliztic web pages. These scripts are
inserted by saboteurs to the majority of servers that host totaliztic web pages. In
the result, even the most simple web pages which have very fast HTML code and
are completely deprived illustrations, such as this web page or the page
replicate, sometimes open longer than web pages of other topics and authors
which are overloaded with complex scripts and illustrations. Saboteurs so
selected the prolonged time of opening of these totaliztic web pages, that they
discourage the majority of casual visitors who have no patience to wait until these
pages open for them. Notice how devious this sabotage is. After all, it brings
effects almost equal to deletion of totaliztic web pages, although otherwise than a
deletion, it remains unnoticeable, and also does NOT give any chance for
undertaking a defence.
(3) Blocking the users' access to servers which contain a given web
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site. This blocking depend on continuous finding ways to NOT allow users open
web pages offered on a given server. It is aimed at affecting any amongst a
number of institutions which exist between the end user and a given server, and
which are to readdress, go between, send, control, censor, "echelon", trace, etc.
In turn each one amongst these institutions can be infiltrated by saboteurs. These
saboteurs are able to block and silence the stream of users that flows through a
given institution and that try to visit the totaliztic web page that is persecuted by
these saboteurs. As my to-date analyses indicate, the most "infected" institution
is the one which controls the flow of visiting users to web pages the addresses of
which finish with ".com" extension. Whenever saboteurs realise that any totaliztic
web page which has an address finished with this ".com" extension, is visited by
too large number of viewers, then the connection between this web page and the
world is rapidly disrupted. (This connection is restored later after the elapse of a
week or more, when the number of visitors falls down do just a few visit a day.)
Unfortunately, against this blocking of access almost does NOT exist any method
of defence. The only thing that I am able to do, is to offer a whole array of
addresses at which a given web page is available. Thus, when saboteurs block
one amongst these addresses, stubborn user still can view this web page at
another address (unfortunately NOT every user knows or is able to find these
another addresses with a given web page).
(4) Errors in system scripts of servers and in banners. The majority of
servers which host totaliztic web pages displays various irritating errors during
loading these web pages. Such errors are inserted on purpose by saboteurs into
either system scripts of servers, or into codes of banners that are displayed
automatically on loading these totaliztic web pages. This can be easily confirmed
by checking the name of the folder in which these errors were induced. As it turns
out, for the majority of servers these errors are located in the system folder
named "cgi-bin", to which the owner of a given web page has no access, but
which is a favourite folder of saboteurs (i.e. the majority of sabotaging software is
located just in this particular folder named "cgi-bin"). So it is not in power of just
an ordinary owner of a web page to remove these errors - after all he has NO
access to the system folder "cgi-bin". In order to be even more irritating, these
errors frequently ask users various tricky questions, and if someone replies YES,
then they fill up screens with useless but long displays. (So users need to
remember to save time by replying NO to these errors, or by deleting them
whenever possible.)
(5) The damage to counters of visits. For several last years saboteurs with
the stubbornness of maniacs systematically damaged counters of visits in every
totaliztic web page. They carry out this damaging almost immediately after I
install a new counter. It appears that this is a form of their "psychological
warfare". Probably this damaging supposed to "discourage by example", means
by passing to users the message of the type: "look, no-one visits these web
pages - so why you are interested in them." Thus it is rather irritating and
frustrating to notice that when one visits a given totaliztic web page several times,
the counter of it does not acknowledge our visits. I tried to rectify this
psychological aggression through frequent changes of counters, and through
seeking counters that somehow resist to these damaging attempts. However,
saboteurs usually were able to damage them faster than I was able to change
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them. (I should add, that I noted also web pages of other authors with counters
damaged in the same way. Thus it appears that a damaged counter of visits is
the first sign for the owner of a given web page that "simulated" saboteurs do not
like the content of it. So if someone notices damaged counter on his or her own
web page, this probably means that these invisible saboteurs are just starting
their unnoticeable sabotages of it.)
***
The general rule which seems to be repeated in all these sabotages, as well
as in all other activities of these evil creatures carried out on the Earth, is
that every sabotage must be so designed that it look as if it is a
"coincident", "accident", "work of forces of nature", or as a "converge of
undesirable circumstances" (i.e. highly intelligent "saboteurs" never carry
out a sabotage that actually look like a sabotage). Not without reasons in old
times people used to call these saboteurs with the name of "devils". Kinds of
atrocities to the committing of which on people these saboteurs are capable, are
explained on the web page 26th day, available through "Menu 2". It is because of
this extremely cunning and misleading way they operate on the Earth and
oppress people, that our civilization for tens of thousands of years was unable to
work out what really is going on. Even in present days, when around us there is a
wealth of illustrative and objective evidence for the diabolic activities of these
creatures on the Earth, still when someone mentions publicly the name "UFO"
many mentally limited people begins to show hysteria.

Part #K: Assistance from readers:
#K1. Become a sponsor of a selected
totaliztic web page:
On older versions of this web page I suggested a whole array of various
methods with which readers could assist in dissemination of ideas presented on
totaliztic web pages. But as it turned out, only one of these ideas turned out to be
feasible and worked in practice. It is to become a "sponsor" of a selected web
page or publication of totalizm.

#K2. Do you know that the "Fools Day" (tj.
"1 April") is the only day when we are
allowed to disseminate truth without
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risking persecution:
If you know a very disturbing truth, and you would like to let other people
known it but you have a lot at stake and you are afraid that your mouth opening
may bring serious problems onto your head, you should release this truth on 1
April (i.e. on "Fools Day"). This is because if you get into any troubles because of
the truth, in such case you always can defend yourself that it was just a joke.

Part #L: Problems with promotion of
totaliztic ideas:
#L1. Ideas of totalizm are still NOT
lectured anywhere:
In spite that the philosophy of totalizm and ideas linked to it introduce so
noticeable breakthrough in thinking and in fate of people, still practically nowhere
these could be permanently included into someone's official lectures. On the
other hand many readers of totaliztic web pages, and also a number of people
whom I know in person and who know what topics I investigate, ask me relatively
frequent why totalizm is nowhere lectured. Also increasingly larger number of
these people who already implemented totalizm in their lives, especially those
originating from cultures that are used to methodical learning of new ideas,
repetitively ask me the same question.

Part #M: Summary, and
information of this web page:

the

final

#M1. Summary of this web page:
There was a time when I believed that when someone develops something
new and useful for people, for example develops principles of operation of the
"Magnocraft", the philosophy of totalizm, or the theory of everything called
the Concept of Dipolar Gravity, then it is enough to describe it
comprehensively, while the interested readers will be able to use it. However, it
turned out in practice, that if something really new and truly useful is described,
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then immediately some "dark forces" appear, which persecute it, put it down,
scoff, sabotage, and make learning it impossible to other people. Thus, in reality
the introduction of a progress does NOT depend just on development and
publishing of whatever is new and useful, but also depends on the vicious fight
with these "dark powers" which try to hold back all progress on the Earth.
Therefore, on the Earth any progress must be pulled out with force from
throats of these "dark powers". This web page tries to facilitate this pulling out,
and make it more efficient.

#M2. Emails to the author of this web
page:
Current email addresses to the author of this web page, i.e. officially to Dr
Eng. Jan Pajak while courteously to Prof. Dr Eng. Jan Pajak, at which readers
can post possible comments, opinions, descriptions, or information which in their
opinion I should learn, are provided on the web page named pajak_jan_uk.htm
(for its version in the HTML language), or the web page named
pajak_jan_uk.pdf (for the version of the web page "pajak_jan_uk.pdf" in safe
PDF format - which safe PDF versions of further web pages by the author can
also be downloaded via links from item #B1 of the web page named
text_11.htm).
The author's right for the use of courteous title of "Professor" stems from the
custom that "with professors is like with generals", namely when someone is
once a professor, than he or she courteously remains a professor forever.
In turn the author of this web page was a professor at 4 different universities, i.e.
at 3 of them, from 1 September 1992 untill 31 October 1998, as an "Associate
Professor" from English-based educational system, while on one university as a
(Full) "Professor" (since 1 March 2007 till 31 December 2007 - means at the last
place of employment in his professional life).

#M3. A copy of this web page is also
disseminated as a brochure from series
[11] in the safe format "PDF":
This web page is also available in the form of a brochure marked [11], which
is prepared in "PDF" ("Portable Document Format") - currently considered to be
the most safe amongst all internet formats, as normally viruses cannot cling to
PDF. This clear brochure is ready both, for printing, as well as for reading from a
computer screen. It also has all its green links still active. Thus, if it is read from
the computer screen connected to internet, then after clicking onto these green
links, the linked web pages and illustrations will open. Unfortunately, because the
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volume of it is around a double of the volume of web page which this brochure
publishes, the memory limitations on a significant number of free servers which I
use, do NOT allow to offer it from them (so if it does NOT download from this
address, because it is NOT available on this server, then you should click onto
any other address from Menu 3, and then check whether in there it is available).
In order to open this brochure (and/or download it to own computer), it suffices to
either click on the following green link

faq.pdf
or to open from any totaliztic web site the PDF file named as in the above green
link.
If the reader wishes to check, whether some other totaliztic web page which
he or she just is studying, is also available in the form of such PDF brochure,
then should check whether it is listed amongst links from "part #B" of the web
page named text_11.htm. This is because links from there indicate all totaliztic
web pages, which are already published as such brochures from series [11] in
PDF format. I wish you a fruitful reading!

#M4. Copyrights © 2013 by Dr Jan Pajak
(for all the "totaliztic web pages"):
Copyrights © 2013 by Dr Jan Pajak. All rights reserved. For all totaliztic web
pages all copyrights are reserved for Dr Jan Pajak. In other words, the author,
and thus also the owner of copyrights, for all totaliztic web pages and for all
totaliztic ideas described on these web pages, is myself - means Dr Jan
Pajak (while during the year 2007 - Prof. Dr Eng. Jan Pajak). I am also the holder
of copyrights for almost all photographs presented on these web pages.
However, for the majority of my web pages, typically I do NOT have reservations
if readers use these for the benefit of their own knowledge, or knowledge of
others - but under the condition that if readers decide to publish somewhere
something that they copied from any totaliztic web page or publication, they are
going to provide full credit to my authorship and intellectual ownership through
stating clearly that a given idea or description originates from such and such
publication of my authorship. There is a very small number of ideas, descriptions,
and web pages, towards which for various reasons I needed to specify more strict
copyrights. In each such individual case these more strict copyrights are outlined
either at the bottom of a given web page, or on the front page of a given
publication, or in the description of the text which outlines this particular idea or
presentation.
Only extremely rare totaliztic web pages contain a citation or photograph for
which the owner of copyrights is someone other than myself. These web pages
have "copyrights" stated separately either just next to these photographs or
citations, or are provided at their ends.
Jeśli preferujesz czytanie po polsku,
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kliknij na polską flagę
(if you prefer to read in Polish
click on the Polish flag)

Date of launching this web page: 24 December 2004
Date of the most recent update of this web page: 3 October 2013
(Check in "Menu 3" whether there is even a more recent update!)
at the end click on this counter of visits
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